Two new crystalline compounds, pentazole (N 5 H) and ammonium pentazolate 
Introduction
Pentazole N 5 H, a hydro-nitrogen molecule containing all-nitrogen aromatic ring N 5 , has been in the focus of intensive experimental efforts of synthetic chemists for at least a century [1] [2] [3] [4] Although theory predicted its existence as a metastable species with a local minimum on the potential energy surface confined by a large activation barrier 5 , this planar pentagon of N atoms connected to one H atom is short-lived in the gas phase, making the synthesis of this last member of azole series very difficult [6] [7] [8] . After many unsuccessful attempts, the isolated but short-lived N − 5 anion has been produced in the gas phase 9,10 , followed by its recent observation in a THF solution 11 . However, synthesis of hydrogen-containing N 5 H still remains a challenge.
To overcome this stumbling block, methods of high pressure chemistry can be employed.
High pressure substantially modifies the potential energy surface thus promoting unusual chemical bonding in the condensed phase. Recently, several N 5 -ring containing crystals have been predicted [12] [13] [14] and one of them, CsN 5 , has been synthesized at high pressures 15 .
Therefore, the difficulties of N 5 H synthesis can be overcome by applying high pressures to specifically chosen hydrogen and nitrogen containing precursors.
Hydronitrogens at ambient conditions display a rich variety of compounds including ammonia (NH 3 ), hydrazine (N 2 H 4 ) , diimine (N 2 H 2 ), triazene (N 3 H 3 ), tetrazene (N 4 H 4 ), hydrazoic acid or hydrogen azide (N 3 H), and ammonium azide (NH 4 )(N 3 ) 16 . The latter compound contains an ammonium cation NH + 4 , which is chemically similar to heavy alkali cations [16] [17] [18] .
Therefore, in an analogy with alkali pentazolates, one can also envision the existence of ammonium pentazolate (NH 4 )(N 5 and theory indicating that the high-pressure chemistry of hydronitrogens has not been fully explored.
The goal of this work is to study novel hydronitrogen crystalline compounds at high pressure using first principle crystal structure prediction to answer the question whether pentazolate compounds such as pentazole N 5 H and ammonium pentazolate (NH 4 )(N 5 ) do exist and what specific conditions are required for their synthesis. To reduce the complexity of the structure search and increase its predictive power, we specifically focus on nitrogen-rich hydronitrogen crystals, N x H y , x ≥ y at relatively low pressures below 60 GPa.
Methods
The search for new nitrogen-rich hydronitrogen compounds of varying stoichiometry is performed at 30 GPa and 60 GPa by using the first principles evolutionary structure prediction method USPEX [29] [30] [31] . Two independent searches are performed with 18-24 atoms/unit cell and 8-18 atoms/unit cell to increase the probability of funding structures with nontrivial composition and geometry. The variable composition search is performed by creating numerous structures with every possible composition within the specified range of atoms in the unit cell. For instance, setting 8-18 atoms in the unit cell results in a total of 80 unique nitrogen rich compositions. Then, 300 initial crystal structures are generated, each with a composition chosen randomly from the 80 possible compositions. After the variable composition search is completed, fixed-compositions structure searches with larger number of atoms (up to 40 atoms/unit cell) are performed to find the lowest enthalpy structure for each composition.
During the structure search, the cell parameters as well as the atomic coordinates of each structure are optimized to minimize its energy, atomic forces and stresses at a given pressure using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) The vibrational spectrum is computed using the frozen phonon method, which calculates harmonic frequencies by diagonalizing the dynamical matrix obtained from finite differencing of the atomic forces in respect to small atomic displacements. The off-resonant Raman intensities are computed 300 K and laser wavelength of 632.8 nm using derivatives atomic polarizabilities in respect to applied electric fields within a linear response framework 37 .
Results and discussion
Our structure search does find the two new crystalline materials, ammonium pentazolate N 5 H, consists of cyclo-N 5 covalently bonded to a H atom ( Fig. 1(b) ), and appears on the convex hull at 50 GPa. Both structures are predicted to be dynamically stable at 50 GPa for N 5 H and 30 GPa for (NH 4 )(N 5 ) as they lack any imaginary frequencies in the phonon spectrum in the entire Brillioun zone ( Figures S2 and S3 respectively) . The convex hull is also calculated with zero point energies and van der Waals contributions added to the formation enthalpies at 60 GPa: both N 5 H and (NH 4 )(N 5 ) are still on the convex hull, therefore, the entire hull does not change dramatically, see Figure S4 .
Previous work by Qian et al
25 on the structure search of hydronitrogen compounds found a plethora of novel structures, but they missed the pentazole N 5 H and ammonium pentazolate (NH 4 )(N 5 ) as the search was mainly conducted at very high pressures above 60 GPa. The appearance of these two new compounds dramatically modifies the convex hulls at lower pressures. In particular, the only thermodynamically stable crystals at 60 GPa are pentazole N 5 H, ammonium pentazolate (NH 4 )(N 5 ), ammonia NH 3 , and a crystal containing a mixture of NH 3 and H 2 molecules with net stoichiometry NH 4 ( Fig. 2(a) The cyclo-N 5 in both pentazole and ammonium pentazolate crystals are aromatic as (1) 4n+2 π electron Huckel rule is obeyed, (2) N 5 has planar geometry, (3) it is cyclic, and (4) every N atom has p orbital or unshared pair of p electrons able to participate in electron 
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